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While everyone else was strolling past the jetty this morning enjoying the beautiful sunshine and 

anticipating the barbecue at the end of the walk, I knew we were in good hands so I just let my mind 

wander to thoughts of all the different river craft that have sailed up the River Tamar to Calstock 

over the years. Before Mr Macadam invented tarmac, the rivers were the motorways of their day 

when vessels from modest rowing boats and canoes through to working barges, passenger carrying 

steamers and ferries had all either arrived here at Calstock or had  sailed on towards the quays at 

Morewellham or Gunnislake.  

Consequently, after passing beneath the viaduct that links our two beautiful counties I glanced 

towards the boatyard where I began to wonder just how many of the walkers knew the story behind 

that little blue boat that is moored at the water’s edge. She is a replica of the little Cornish lugger 

which made an epic journey to Australia in 1854. 

Mystery as she was called, set sail from Newlyn in 

Cornwall and took 116 days to reach the other side of 

the World. Some of you may even be aware that 21st 

century circumnavigator Pete Goss, built this replica of 

the tiny wooden boat that those seven 

brave men sailed in; he named her 

Spirit of Mystery  and here she is 

moored in the River Tamar at 

Calstock after being bought 

several years later by the yard’s 

proud owners.  

This is a walk I could do with my eyes closed so I might as well have done just that 

this morning because Juliette and I had so much to chat about today as were climbing uphill along 

the footpath towards Robyn’s grave. I side-stepped horse droppings without even thinking and 

didn’t notice just how the prodruding tree roots had created a sort of staircase a bit higher up, but I 

do remember absentmindedly pushing brambles out of the way as I walked. We made it along 

Higher Kelly without incident and emerging into Sand Lane we led the group up through Calstock 

Station for a change. The sun was not yet overhead but most of us are aware of the times that the 

little train arrives here, 11.27am heading towards Gunnislake and 11.56am on the way back to 

Plymouth, so we knew it was safe to walk across….. but only just. Time to get the camera out and 

take the first photos of the day as everyone filed across the rail reminding me of that famous photo 

of the Beatles on that zebra crossing in Abbey Road.  



Safely on the platform the other side, the flasks and cold drinks came out as we watched the train 

pull in and a few passengers alight; the guard must have thought we were all about to board 

ourselves! With today’s break over we were keen to get going so after ascending the steps on the far 

side to walk down a sort of alleyway, we then followed the narrow road downhill towards the Boot 

Inn and back towards the car park to off-load any belongings  we didn’t need. 

A pleasure cruiser had just docked at the jetty and visitors 

from Plymouth were coming ashore where the ice-cream 

parlour at the water’s edge must have been a welcome 

sight on this hot morning.  I know from experience what a 

wonderful way it is to spend a few hours cruising along the 

Tamar and can thoroughly recommend it. Turning our back 

on the boat to walk alongside the river, we kept looking 

back and were rewarded with the sight of the little green 

Great Western Railway train trundling back across the 

viaduct on its return to Plymouth just as we had expected.  

Okel Tor Boathouse lie ahead at the end of this path 

followed by another uphill climb but this time there was an incentive of 

course, our annual barbecue; despite this when Dimitri spotted an old van 

covered in greenery beyond a gate, he wanted a closer look to see who 

once owned it. We could have saved him the trouble because most of us 

knew it was once owned by Cyril Worth, a local removal company. There 

was a time when you could read the name on the side and the back but 

over the years 

nature has been 

clothing it in ivy. 

As Maggie and Steve 

had taken all our 

contributions back 

to their home at the 

beginning of the walk, preparations had 

already begun while we were walking and 

although Ray had helped Steve and Derek to 

set up the gazebos, tables and chairs 

yesterday, you will all be glad Steve didn’t ask 

him to help with the cooking too. Here are two 

pics taken a few years ago when we had 

visitors and his brother held up some of Ray’s barbecued food for me to photograph and was even 

brave enough to sample one unidentifiable tooth-

breaker! 

This got me thinking about who first invented the 

barbecue; I had assumed it was so-called cave men 

when around one million years ago, a couple of the 



brighter members of homo erectus carried some wood 30 metres inside their cave in South Africa, lit 

a fire and sat down to a cooked meal, but apparently they used a pit rather than a raised structure. 

We know this now because a team of scientists from Boston University have discovered the burned 

bones and ashes of plant material created by what appears to be a controlled fire and you can read 

all about it on the Internet. 

Today I learned that the word barbecue comes from the language of a Caribbean Indian tribe called 

the Taino. Their word for grilling on a raised wooden grate is barbacoa and the word first appeared 

in print in a Spanish explorer's account of the West Indies in 1526.  

Here is a pic 

of Steve 

testing the 

temperature 

inside some 

meat with a 

probe, all 

very 

professional 

as he cooks 

on his gas 

barbacoa, 

meanwhile 

Ralph stands 

alongside 

cooking food for the five vegetarians amongst us on his disposable 

barbacoa. Everyone else was getting themselves a cold drink to 

enjoy whilst sitting at the empty tables out of the sun as wonderful 

aromas wafted across on the breeze. Even Barney was feeling the heat today and fell asleep beneath 

one of the tables. The weather couldn’t have been more perfect with azure blue skies and just the 

odd wisp of fluffy white cloud and temperatures in the mid-

twenties.  

As I sat at the table I was aware of the tinkling sound of 

fountain water behind me as it hit the surface of the pond but 

everyone else seemed to be talking at the same time with 

conversation 

and laughter 

emanating 

from all 

around, the 

hubbub only 

ceased when 

Steve called 

out ‘Grub up. 

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2012/apr/02/scientists-clue-human-evolution-question
https://www.livescience.com/9921-grilled-food-turn-black.html


Soon everyone was piling the 

meat and vegetables onto their 

plates before moving on to the 

table containing a variety of 

different salads; when the 

delicious food had been eaten 

and the plates cleared away and 

loaded into the dishwasher, it was 

time to join an orderly queue for 

the equally delicious desserts on 

another table.  

On behalf of everyone I’d like to thank Steve for his 

fantastic cooking and Maggie for toiling away in the 

background with all the preparations but most of all 

I’d like to thank this lovely couple for throwing their 

home open year after year to host the Tamar Valley 

Walk & Talk annual BBQ. 

With bellies full of wonderful food, no-one wanted to 

be the first to leave but when we could put it off no 

longer it was time to say our farewells to our hosts 

with many hugs for Maggie and bone-crushing bear-

hugs from Steve as we prepared to walk back to the 

car park. One or two cars had been brought here 

earlier so some people enjoyed the luxury of being 

driven back. 

Already plans are afoot for next year’s barbecue which 

will coincide with the tenth anniversary of our popular 

group which goes from strength to strength…….. 

definitely something to celebrate! 



 

 

 

 

 


